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“Every once in a while a revolutionary product
comes along that changes everything…”
- Steve Jobs

The drop

LWR SYSTEM AWARDED INTERNATIONAL
PATENTS—BRINGING TOTAL TO 9!
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BREWS AND BRATWURST
In May, LWR joined Canada’s Cleantech West delegation at IFAT, the
World's Leading Trade Fair for Water, Sewage, Waste and Raw Materials
Management.
The EU is a major player in the world dairy market as the leading exporter
of many dairy products—can you say cheese please! Germany remains
Europe’s biggest milk producer, collecting over one fifth (>20%) of all
cows’ milk collected in the EU.
We used our time at IFAT to establish new international business
connections with buyers, investors, industry experts and other partners.
We also met with innovation collaborators and R&D partners, while
continuing to validate the LWR platform on the world stage.
And there also may have been a few brews and bratwurst consumed!

INSPIRATION FLOWS AT NATIONAL WATER SUMMIT
Our ability to address nutrient pollution from livestock
operations recently got us nominated for a Water’s Next
Award for the Wastewater Project | Technology of the Year.
This national award was handed out in Vancouver during the
Canadian Water Summit, honoring the achievement and ideas of those who have successfully changed water across the
country.
At the water summit we were inspired by other thought
leaders and water innovators who are as passionate as we
are about protecting the world’s more precious resource.
We were especially taken by the keynote speaker, Jill Heinerth, film maker, author, technical cave and rebreather diver who left us truly inspired.
Congratulations to all of the nominees and winners! It was
an honour to be named among you!
“The age of exploration is not over... Step
into the darkness. Be afraid. And you will
do something truly remarkable!”
Follow Jill on Twitter @jillheinerth
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WE’VE ADVANCED TO THE FINAL ROUND!
In May, we submitted an application to Emissions Reduction Alberta’s (ERA’s) Industrial Efficiency Challenge and
we were recently notified that we’ve been selected to proceed to the final stage of the funding process!
Our proposed project will provide important nutrient management and greenhouse gas reductions at one of
Alberta’s Large Final Emitter facilities. This project would treat up to 30,000,000 gallons of waste liquids, reduce
green house gas emissions by 77.6% and drastically reduce the expense currently paid for water.

IN CASE YOU MISSED IT…
CHECK OUT OUR RECENT FLY BLOG!
Summer is officially here which means it’s time to tackle the serious
business of fly control. Flies can be a real challenge for livestock
farmers and can cost the dairy and hog industries hundreds of millions
of dollars in lost production each year.
Not only are they annoying to both the workers and the animals, flies
really do have a significant effect on production efficiencies. Instead of
resting and making milk, cows can easily expend their extra energy
trying to fend off these pesky nuisances! Flies in the barn can decrease
milk production, and increase medication costs, veterinary visits, and
the threat of disease spreading… not to mention reduced farm worker
productivity and the increased chance of having cranky neighbors.

CLICK HERE to read more!
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LWR INNOVATION CENTER
5842 86th Avenue
Calgary, AB
T2C 4L7
1-403-203-4972

Maaike posing with “The Drop” at the Run for
Water in June

Maaike optimistic about her chances in the
Calgary
Meather
Sweat
Challenge!
Maaike Stampede’s
optimistic about
chances
in the
Calgary Stampede’s Meat Sweat Challenge!

She was disappointed that she couldn’t finish
24ozwas
of beef
brisket inthat
30 minutes…
butfinish
way
She
disappointed
she couldn’t
go girlinfor
24oz of beefto
brisket
30trying!
minutes… but way
to go girl for trying!

Charles, Jenny and Lisa ready to get their 2-Step on at the Calgary Stampede
Charles, Jenny and Lisa ready to get their 2-Step on at the Calgary Stampede

Ross and an adorable
Stampede
Ross
and anPrincess
adorable
Stampede Princess
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More Stampede fun!
More Stampede fun!

